President U Thein Sein sends message of felicitations to Pakistani President

NAY PYI TAW, 23 March—On the occasion of the Anniversary of the Pakistan Day which falls on 23rd March 2012, U Thein Sein, President of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, has sent a message of felicitations to His Excellency Mr Asif Ali Zardari, President of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.—MNA

President U Thein Sein sends message of felicitations to Pakistani Prime Minister

NAY PYI TAW, 23 March—On the occasion of the Anniversary of the Pakistan Day which falls on 23rd March 2012, U Thein Sein, President of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, has sent a message of felicitations to His Excellency Mr. Syed Yousuf Raza Gilani, Prime Minister of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.—MNA

Pyidaungsu Hluttaw session continues for 25th day

One question replied, one bill approved, one bill discussed

NAY PYI TAW, 23 March—The Pyidaungsu Hluttaw session continued for the 25th day at Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Hall of Hluttaw Complex, here, this morning, attended by Speaker of Pyidaungsu Hluttaw U Khin Aung Myint, Speaker of Pyithu Hluttaw U Shwe Mann and 508 Pyidaungsu Hluttaw representatives.

The Hluttaw session replied to one question, approved one bill and discussed one bill.

With regard to the question that as International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea delivered the final verdicts on territorial waters of Myanmar and Bangladesh on 14 March 2012 after hearing arguments of both sides, the situation whether the A/3 natural gas deposits found by Myanmar are clear from the territorial sea boundary or not and conditions of verdicts on the sea area to the Myanmar people are to clarify through this Hluttaw raised by U Lun Thi of Kungyangon Constituency, Attorney-General of the Union Dr Tun Shin replied that the case of territorial sea boundary between Bangladesh and Myanmar will be presented by dividing into three parts—(1) discussions (2) judgment at ITLOS and (3) generals.

With respect to the discussions, Myanmar territorial waters are sharing border with Bangladesh. Both countries had talks on designating sea boundary, continental shelf and exclusive economic zones from 1974 to 1986. Both sides did not reach agreement on common ground. The talks were ended for 21 years since 1986 as there was no any progress. In October 2008, Bangladesh called for stopping exploratory drilling works at AD-7 block as drilling ship was in Bangladesh’s waters.

In order to avoid the tensions between two countries, for designation of sea boundary, expert-level discussions were held for six times during the period from 29-3-2008 to 18-3-2010. During the talks, Bangladesh informed Myanmar that dispute was to be resolved by forming nonentity the panel of judges. In so doing, choosing of judges from both sides did not reach agreement, but both agreed to settle the dispute in line with the legal means. Choosing that way is because Myanmar has chosen the way to resolve the dispute by legal means. Choosing that way is because of being a member country of convention and resolving the dispute in line with the charter.

Myanmar formed Special work leading committee in which Union Minister for Foreign Affairs as Chairman to protect Myanmar’s interest in a legal bound to the full, to own territorial waters which Myanmar deserved and not to lose Myanmar’s waters.

Under the supervision of it, legal experts group and technical experts group were formed and assigned duties. These groups had made preparation in all aspects.

To resolve the dispute at ITLOS, Myanmar sent Union Attorney-General Dr Tun Shin and Deputy representative Deputy Director-General Daw Hla Myo Nwe of Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Deputy Director-General U Kyaw Hsan of Union Attorney-General Office as its representatives.

Myanmar hired following experts to resolve the dispute.

- Lead counsel Mr Alain Pellet, Professor, University of Paris Ouest, Nanterre La Defense, France, Member and former Chairman of the International Law Commission, Associate Member of the Institut de droit international,
- Sir Michael Wood, K.C.M.G., Member of the English Bar, United Kingdom, Member of the International Law Commission,
- Mr Mathias Forteau, Professor, University of Paris Ouest, Nanterre La Defense, France,

(See page 4)
Towards higher rice production

A projected rise in temperatures because of climate change can thwart rice production. A decline in rice production means that more people will slip into poverty and hunger. It is learnt that around three billion people eat rice every day, and more than 60 per cent of the world’s one billion people who live in Asia depend on rice as their staple.

If we cannot change our rice production methods or develop new rice strains that can withstand higher temperatures, there will be a loss in rice production over the next few decades as days and nights get hotter. And this will get increasingly worse as temperatures rise further towards the middle of the century.

Taking such adverse effects into account, the country has embarked on a series of reforms in agricultural sector in order to ensure food security for its growing population and to keep pace with other rice-growing countries in terms of rice production.

President U Thein Sein himself made a field trip to Ahlyinlo Village, Pyinmana Township and Aungchanta Village, Zabuthiri Township in Nay Pyi Taw Council Area the other day and assisted in boosting the production of Paletwe special high-yield hybrid paddy, calling on farmers to switch from the attitude of managing farm in conventional ways to that of taking examples of successful stories from countries with advanced techniques.

Being an agro-based country, Myanmar is pressing ahead with its strategy for boosting the rice production. At such a time it has become apparent that using quality rice strains is good and applying advanced agricultural methods will be even better.

Union Minister, Region Chief Minister inspect watersupply works in Sittway

YANGON, 22 March—Union Minister for Border Affairs and for Myanmar Industrial Development Lt-Gen Thein Htay and Rakhine State Chief Minister U Hla Maung Tin inspected man-made Kandawgyi Lake which is supplying water to 26 urban wards in Sittway of Rakhine State on 26 March. Kandawgyi Lake is 136.47 acres wide and is the main water supplier to Sittway residents.

They also inspected man-made Satyeeoka Lake which will be extended to supply 4 million gallons water more for urban Sittway wards.

They then visited the construction site of Satyeeoka creek-crossing bridge which will link Sathmu Ward and Satyoneu Ward. They also inspected Youth Training School of Border Affairs Ministry in Makaymyaung Ward and donated K 1.5 million for the school.

The Union Minister, the state chief minister and party met staff of Border Affair Ministry at U Ottama Hall in Hlaing Township. —MNA

Region level measles vaccination campaign launched

Yangon Region Chief Minister U Myint Swe delivered an opening address. Head of Region Health Department Dr U Aye Ko Ko explained undertakings.

Afterwards, the Region Chief Minister enjoyed scale-model boot and vaccination and presented gifts to children. He also attended a launching ceremony of water purifiers by WAI International Co., Ltd, at IBC Hall on Pyay Road in Hlaing Township. —MNA

Kayah State Hluttaw holds its third-day third regular session

NAY PYI TAW, 22 March—The third regular session of the first Kayah State Hluttaw continued for the third day.

NAY PYI TAW, 22 March—World Water Day marked jointly by the Agriculture and Irrigation Ministry, UNDP, UNICEF and FAO at the A & I Ministry, here, with an opening address by Deputy Minister U Khin Zaw on behalf of the Union Minister U Myint Hlaing.

The Resident Representative Mr Ashok Nigam read the message sent by the UN Secretary-General and FAO Resident Representative Ms. Bui Thi today, attended by Kayah State Chief Minister U Khin Maung Oo, Kayah Hluttaw Speaker U Kyaw Swe and others.

World Water Day marked

The celebration was participated by departmental heads of A & I Ministry, Environmental Conservation and Forestry and social organizations.

Fire Prevention Supervisory Committee of Chanayethazan Township in Mandalay Region gave educative talks on fire prevention continuously. The committee has been accelerating to take actions against careless fire users. On 28 February, Fire Prevention Supervisory Committee of Thiri Haymar Ward inspected tube and accessories shops in the compound of Eintawyar pagoda in 246th Ward. The committee urged the owners of the shops to be careful use of fire so as not to be frightened for those who paid visit to the pagoda. The committee demonstrated the fire drills using fire extinguishers and left necessary instructions. —MNA

Dy H&T Minister meets Australian guests

NAY PYI TAW, 22 March—Deputy Minister for Hotels and Tourism U Htay Aung received Immigration Counsellor Mr. Greg Wallis of Thailand-based Australian Embassy and Deputy Head Mission Ms. Ruth Stewart of Yangon-Based Australian Embassy at his office yesterday evening. Both sides discussed matters related to progress of Myanmar tourism industry and planning of Australians to visit Myanmar due to their great interest, assigning experts to fulfill the needs for human development resources in Myanmar education sector, and now-facing conditions of using e-Vin in Australia. —MNA

FM felicitates Pakistani counterpart

NAY PYI TAW, 23 March—On the occasion of the Anniversary of the Pakistan Day which falls on 23rd March 2012, U Wunna Maung Lwin, Union Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, has sent a message of felicitations to Ms Hina Rabbani Khar, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. —MNA

Dy H&T
**French gunman Mohammed Merah shot dead in police raid**

**Toulouse, 22 March—**Mohammed Merah, the 23-year-old French gunman who confessed to killing seven people in the city of Toulouse in southwest France, is dead after being shot in the head by a police sniper during a final dramatic shootout with French police. It was the culmination of a 31-hour standoff with hundreds of French anti-terror police who had surrounded the building where Merah had barricaded himself.

French Interior Minister Claude Gueant told reporters Thursday that Merah had ceased communicating with negotiators around midnight, after discussing a possible surrender, giving rise to speculation he might have committed suicide. “But when heavily armed military police entered the apartment through the door and several windows about 10:30 a.m., Gueant said, Merah burst out of the bathroom, blasting away with several weapons,” the Washington Post’s Edward Cody reported. Gueant said March had fired at police before jumping out of the window where “he was found dead on the ground below.”

The Interior Minister would not answer whether Merah had died in the fall or was killed by police, though France 24 commentators noted that the jump from the first-floor window was unlikely to have killed him. French prosecutors later clarified in a news conference Thursday that Merah was shot in the head by a police sniper after he tried to flee.

French prosecutor Francois Molins also confirmed Thursday that they had found videos in Merah’s apartment, apparently of his perpetrating the killings. A France 24 news editor, Ebba Kallondo, said March had claimed in a phone call this week with her that he had filmed all of the shootings.

**Militants take responsibility for Iraq attacks**

**Baghdad, 22 March—**An al-Qaeda militant group claiming responsibility Wednesday for a rash of deadly attacks across Iraq the day before in which as many as 45 people were killed.

In a new coordinated wave, the lions of Samus in Baghdad and other [Islamic State of Iraq] states simultaneously carried out cities strikes against the security plan announced by the government of the fools in the Green Zone in preparation for the meeting of the Arab tyrants in Baghdad,” the statement said.

Xinhua said the statement’s authenticity could not be verified.

**British intelligence agency MI5 warns of attacks outside London during Olympics**

**London, 22 March—**British intelligence agency MI5 has warned the cabinet in a brief meeting that terrorists could target Olympic venues outside London in a plan to attack spectators and athletes at this summer’s London Olympic games.

The head of MI5 took the rare step of warning the whole cabinet on the terrorism threat to the United Kingdom in the run up to the Olympics.

Theresa May, Home Secretary also updated colleagues on legislative efforts to address the threat from terrorism.

Senior security officials in the country are worried that other sites around the country could also become targets of the terrorists during the games.

Olympic and Paralympic rowing events will take place at Eton Dorney, 25 miles west of the capital, road cycling will be held at Brands Hatch racing circuit in Kent, while sailing events will be based in Weymouth.

Other venues include stadiums in Newcastle, Coventry, Cardiff, and Manchester, The Telegraph reports.

During a 40-minute meeting in Parliament yesterday, the MI5 director-general, Jonathan Evans, briefed Cabinet ministers on the threats facing the country in the period leading up to the Games.

It is thought to be the first time that Evans has addressed a full meeting of the Prime Minister senior team.

However, Downing Street played down the meeting, describing Evans’ presentation as a ‘routine’ update.

**Abbas blames Israel for peace standoff**

**Ramallah, 22 March—**Israeli settlement policy and refusal to freeze construction are responsible for an impasse in Middle East talks, Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas said. “Israeli intransigence and refusal to accept the principle of a two-state solution and its demand to freeze settlement activities have foiled international efforts to salvage the peace process,” The Jerusalem Post quoted the Palestinian leader telling Western diplomats in Ramallah Tuesday.

Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erekat denied media reports suggesting the United States was pressuring Abbas to resume peace talks with Israel. His comments came a day after US President Barack Obama spoke with Abbas about resuming the process and reaffirmed US commitments to Middle East peace, the English language daily said.

An unnamed aide to the Palestinian president told the newspaper that Abbas would be willing to resume talks if Israel meets all of the Palestinian demands, which include a freeze on all construction in West Bank settlements and East Jerusalem and recognition of the pre-1967 borders, the paper said.

**Russia to let NATO use airport as hub**

**Moscow, 22 March—**Russia plans to allow NATO to use a Volga region airport for transporting soldiers and military cargo to and from Afghanistan, officials say.

The plan to base the hub at the airport in Ulyanovsk, the birthplace of Russian revolutionary Vladimir Lenin, has drawn criticism from opponents, who say it would threaten Russia’s national security, the RIA Novosti news agency reported.

The plan to use the base comes as NATO prepares to pull out of Afghanistan. Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov told lawmakers last week, “We are helping the coalition primarily out of our own national interest.” He called the plan “a means to assist those who are eradicating the threats of terrorism and drug trafficking in Afghanistan.”

But the Communist Party called the plan a “threat” to Russia’s “national security.” “The Communist Party decisively condemns the intention to ensure a permanent foreign military presence in the heart of Russia and demands that the Russian leadership stop the implementation of this idea,” a party statement said.

“For the first time in the history of the Russian Empire, the USSR, and the Russian Federation, a foreign military base would appear on our soil as a militant bloc that is threatening the majority of our population view as hostile.”

RIANovosti said analysis dismissed concerns about the plan as a product of Cold War- era rhetoric and say the hub would benefit both Russia and NATO.

**Colombia’s FARC to release 10 kidnapped officers**

**Booita, 22 March—**The rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) would release on 10 Monday army and police officers kidnapped over a decade ago, former Senator Piedad Cordoba said on Wednesday.

With great joy and satisfaction, we inform you that on Monday the FARC will release the 10 officers who remain under their control,” said Cordoba, who was mediating the releases.

Colombian government officials have met with representatives from the International Committee of the Red Cross and others involved to discuss details of the impending releases.

Last month, the FARC announced its decision to release the officers in response to a request from an advocacy group led by Cordoba. Yet the process reached a deadlock in recent days when a FARC message conditioned the release on the government’s authorization for activists to visit the prisons where former rebels were held.

The matter was resolved on Wednesday when Cordoba said she was confident to get that permission after the releases.

**Residents gather at the site of a bomb attack in Kirkuk**

**Kirkuk, 20 March, 2012.** Three people were wounded Tuesday in a string of bombings and other attacks throughout the country that primarily targeted Iraqi security forces.

Iraqi officials previously said unprecedented security measures would be taken in Baghdad and other Iraqi cities during the summit. However, observers said Tuesday’s attacks demonstrated how quickly security measures could be breached, Xinhua said.

The string of attacks occurred on the ninth anniversary of the US-led invasion of Iraq that toppled former leader Saddam Hussein. — Internet

**An undated and non-dated video frame grab broadcast on 21 March, 2012 by French national television station France 2 who they claim to show Mohammed Merah, the suspect in the killing of 3 paratroopers, 3 children and a rabbi in recent days in France. About 300 police, some in body armour, have cordoned off a five-storey building in Toulouse where the 24-year-old Muslim shooter, identified as Mohammed Merah, is holed up — Internet**

**Doctors and police officers examine a body at a hospital in Quetta, southwest Pakistan, on 21 March, 2012. At least two policemen were killed as unknown gunmen opened fire on a police check post in Jinnah Town area of Quetta on Wednesday. — Xinhua**

**Media reports suggesting the United States should make it easier for activists to visit the prisons where former rebels were held. The matter was resolved on Wednesday when Cordoba said she was confident to get that permission after the releases. Xinhua**

**Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erekat denied media reports suggesting the United States was pressing Palestine to resume peace talks with Israel. His comments came a day after US President Barack Obama spoke with Abbas about resuming the process and reaffirmed US commitments to Middle East peace, the English language daily said.**

An unnamed aide to the Palestinian president told the newspaper that Abbas would be willing to resume talks if Israel meets all of the Palestinian demands, which include a freeze on all construction in West Bank settlements and East Jerusalem and recognition of the pre-1967 borders, the paper said.

**The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) states Baghdad and other Iraqi cities will bring security measures would be taken in Baghdad and other Iraqi cities during the summit. However, observers said Tuesday’s attacks demonstrated how quickly security measures could be breached, Xinhua said.**

The string of attacks occurred on the ninth anniversary of the US-led invasion of Iraq that toppled former leader Saddam Hussein. — Internet

**An Internet image of the United Nations building in New York City. The UN Security Council condemned the terrorist attacks in Toulouse, March 22, 2012.**


**Aris Hussein (C) a Swedish-Lebanese man suspected of planning a bomb attack in Bangkok is escorted by prison officers as appear at Criminal court in Bangkok on 21 March, 2012. Internet**

“Aris Hussein (C) a Swedish-Lebanese man suspected of planning a bomb attack in Bangkok is escorted by prison officers as appear at Criminal court in Bangkok on 21 March, 2012. Internet.”

**An Internet image of the United Nations building in New York City. The UN Security Council condemned the terrorist attacks in Toulouse, March 22, 2012.**

Pyidaungsu Hluttaw session continues…

- Mr Octavian Buzatu, Hydrographer,
- Mr Coalter Lathrop, Attorney-Adviser,
- Mr Min Thein Tint, Captain,
- Geologist Dr Thura Oo, Pro-rector of Meiktila University, Myanmar.
- Mr Eran Sthoeger, LLM, New York University School of Law, United States of America
- Mr Benjamin Samson, Researcher, Centre de d prior international de Nanterre (CEDIN), University of Paris Ouest, Nanterre La Defense, France
- Mr Coalter Lathrop, Attorney-Adviser, Sovereign Geographic, Member of the North Carolina Bar, United States of America
- Mr Benjamin Samson, Researcher, Centre de d prior international de Nanterre (CEDIN), University of Paris Ouest, Nanterre La Defense, France
- Mr Daniel Muller, Consultant in Public International Law, Researcher, Centre de d prior international de Nanterre (CEDIN), University of Paris Ouest, Nanterre La Defense, France
- Mr Min Thein Tint, Captain, Commanding Officer, Myanmar Naval Hydrographic Center
- Mr Heloise Bajer-Pellet, Lawyer, Member of the Paris Bar, France
- Geologist Dr Thura Oo, Pro-rector of Meiktila University, Myanmar.
- Dr Thura Oo, Pro-rector of Meiktila University, Myanmar.
- Mr Octavian Buzatu, Hydrographer, Romania
- Mr Benjamin Samson, Researcher, Centre de d prior international de Nanterre (CEDIN), University of Paris Ouest, Nanterre La Defense, France
- Mr Benjamin Samson, Researcher, Centre de d prior international de Nanterre (CEDIN), University of Paris Ouest, Nanterre La Defense, France
- Mr Benjamin Samson, Researcher, Centre de d prior international de Nanterre (CEDIN), University of Paris Ouest, Nanterre La Defense, France

On Bangladesh side, Minister for Foreign Affairs Ms Dipu Moni served as representative and Mr Md Khurshed Alam, Rear Admiral (Retd), Additional secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs as deputy representative. Bangladesh also hired international legal experts and hydrographers. As a legal process, Bangladesh submitted memorial and reply and Myanmar, counter-memorial and rejoinder during the ITLOS-designated period.

Experts from both countries filed their petitions along with evidences, codes at the Court from 8-9-2011 to 24-9-2011. Bangladesh’s major claims and ITLOS’s resolution are that there were contracts for sea boundary between in 1974 and in 2008; ITLOS rejects Bangladesh’s claim; ITLOS designated 12 miles with respect to Bangladesh’s claims for 12 miles for Saint Martin’s Island and exclusive economic zone and continental shelf; ITLOS designated 12 miles with respect to Bangladesh’s claims for 12 miles for Saint Martin’s Island and exclusive economic zone and continental shelf; ITLOS rejected Angle Bi-sector method. ITLOS also rejected claim for extension of continental shelf more than 200 miles as Myanmar land has no natural prolongation to the Bay of Bengal; and ITLOS rejected legal evidences, the 1974 meeting records all agreed by not only naval officers but also fishermen as agreement, which were submitted by Bangladesh.

In Bangladesh’s claiming maritime boundary lines, it demanded the line stretching seven points as included in the agreed minutes of the 2nd Myanmar-Bangladesh Maritime Boundary Demarcation Meeting in 1974. The line is from Point No.1 designated as Myanmar-East Pakistan (Bangladesh) regular Nuf River course boundary designated in 1966 stretching the middle points between Bangladesh’s Saint Martin Island and Myanmar coasts to Point No.7 between the 12th nautical mile arc to the southermost of Saint Martin Island and the 12th nautical mile arc from Myanmar’s nearest coast.

In claiming continental shelf boundary lines, Bangladesh demanded with angle bisector method. The 215th line obtained from bisectoring Haribhanga River middle point between India and Bangladesh and Nuf River middle point between Myanmar and the end point was up to Point No.7 which is the end point of maritime boundary demanded by Bangladesh. That 215th line was changed into North Latitude 17° 25' 49.0’. The line was marked along the 200 nautical mile coast of Myanmar and the end point was up to Point No.16 in Andaman Sea as agreed by Myanmar-India agreement. Bangladesh claimed up to more than 200 nautical miles of continental shelf boundary line.

After maritime boundary lines had been fixed, the bilateral area ratio was analyzed in comparison with the coastal length ratio. Bangladesh claimed that its relevant coastal area is 89931 square kilometers. The area ratio between Bangladesh and Myanmar is 1:1.25. As it is not much different from the coastal ratio 1:1.06, it is stated that the demanded line is fair and just according to the proportionality test.

According to the ITLOS decision over Myanmar claims, it is learnt that the demand to draw the exclusive economic zone and continental shelf boundary line through equidistance/relevant circumstances method was accepted. As for the demand of Myanmar to designate 6 nautical miles around Bangladesh’s Saint Martin Island with half effect, ITLOS allowed a circuit of the island. However, it allowed 12 nautical miles. It was decided that ITLOS has the authority to rule a case of continental shelf of more than 200 miles.

(See page 5)
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The maritime boundary line claimed by Myanmar starts from Point (A) designated as Myanmar-East Pakistan (Bangladesh) regular Nuf River course boundary at the Nuf River mouth between Myanmar and Bangladesh stretching middle points B, B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5 between Saint Martin Island and Myanmar coast. Point (C) six miles from the nearest point of Myanmar’s coast and Point (D) between six miles to southernmost of Saint Martin Island and 12 miles from the nearest point of Myanmar coast. Point (D) then stretches to Point (E) that meets the 12th mile arc to the southernmost of Saint Martin Island and the equidistance line drawn against Myanmar-Bangladesh mail coast. Point (E) is drawn stretching to Point (F), Point (G) and then to 231° 37” 50.9’ in order not to harm the right of the third country.

The Bangladesh coastal line was demarcated in four sections. The two inner sections – the right and left coasts of the basin – which meet face to face were not taken into consideration as it did not affect the dividing of the maritime boundary. So, the total length is 364 kilometers. The Myanmar coastal length is 740 kilometers from the Nuf River mouth to Cape Negrais near Mawtinton. The coastal ration between Bangladesh and Myanmar is 12.03. In the relevant area claimed by Myanmar, the area Bangladesh has received is 80406 square kilometers while the area Myanmar has received is 156133 square kilometers. The area ratio is 1:1.94 so it is not different from the length ratio. It was therefore decided the boundary line was not required to be adjusted.

ITLOS give its final decision on 14-3-2012. The abovementioned line was the maritime boundary line claimed by Myanmar and Bangladesh. The line was drawn starting from Point No.1 at the Nuf River mouth as included in Nuf River regular boundary agreement signed between Myanmar and East Pakistan (Now Bangladesh) in 1966. The continued line from Point No. 1 was drawn as equidistance line or method between Bangladesh’s Saint Martin Island and the Myanmar coast. It is a continued line from Point No.2 to Point No.8, which meets the 12th mile arc of Saint Martin Island and the 12th mile arc of the Myanmar coast. Point No.8 stretches to Point No.9 that touches 235° from Nuf River mouth drawn with equidistance method.

ITLOS designated the maritime boundary line between Saint Martin Island and Myanmar coast as the similar line claimed in Myanmar’s rejoinder. It was drawn with a 12 mile circulate of the island.

As for exclusive economic zone/ continental shelf boundary line, in the memo, the provisional equidistance line drawn by Myanmar was drawn out of two Bangladesh Control Points and Myanmar Control Point No.3. ITLOS drew provisional equidistance line is like the control point or fundamental points submitted by Myanmar according to equidistance method and provisional equidistance line including a fundamental point drawn by ITLOS for Myanmar. The exclusive economic zone/continental shelf boundary line designated by ITLOS was drawn Point No.9 to Point No.10 meeting the 12th mile arc and the equidistance line. Point No.9 and Point No.10 are Point E and Point F of the line demanded in Myanmar’s rejoinder.

The tribunal then chose the point No.11 to continue from point No.10. In so doing, to remedy the cut-off effect at No.11, to find equitable solution in line with ocean law, it was demarcated to over 200 nautical miles with 215° line in considering that the middle one of the three parallel coastal countries can become land-locked if its coast is concave.

The ITLOS, in demarcating the coast for the two nations, has allowed 423 kilometers for Bangladesh and 587 kilometers for Myanmar. The coastal area ratio between Bangladesh and Myanmar fixed by the ITLOS is 1:4.2. Bangladesh gets 111631 square kilometers and Myanmar gets 17832 square kilometers according to the demarcation line in the area arbitrated by the ITLOS.

Bangladesh demanded 69717 square kilometers and got 111631 square kilometers according to the demarcation line decided by the ITLOS, receiving 41914 square kilometers more. Those areas lie between Bangladesh and the northern Bangladesh.

The ITLO demarcated Myanmar’s coastal area to Cape Negrais in proportionality test as demanded by Myanmar. It did not agree the proposed demarcation of Bangladesh. The decision of the ITLOS is right and appropriate and the coastal length ratio between Bangladesh and Myanmar is 1:1.42 and the coastal ratio allowed is 1:1.54.

According to the line of demarcation fixed by the ITLOS, AD-7, AD-8 and AD-9 oilfields currently under drilling are clearly within Myanmar’s side, with increased prospects for water areas with offshore drilling potentials. Bangladesh asked Myanmar to stop test-drilling of AD-7 oilfield in 2008 and claimed that that water area was within its territory. But, according to the line of demarcation decided by the ITLOS, it is evident that that area belongs to Myanmar.

Both sides unanimously acknowledged the ITLOS’s authority for demarcation of all the three borders, namely territorial waters, continental shelf, and exclusive economic zone in its final verdict. Bangladesh demanded that ITLOS has the power to make decision for demarcation of offshore shallow sea which is over 200 nautical miles long. It was put to the vote, 21 juries voted yes and 1 no. Myanmar claimed that there was no agreement between the nations on sea territory. It was put to the vote and the result was 20 “yes” vote and 2 “no” votes. Myanmar demanded to draw the demarcation line of sea territory based on middle line principle, enveloping St. Martin Island. It is put to the vote and the result was 21 “yes” votes and one “no” votes. Myanmar also demanded to demarcate boundary of the exclusive economic zones and continental shelf with equidistance relevant circumstances. It was put to the vote, receiving 21 “yes” votes and one “no” vote.

According to the line of demarcation set by the ITLOS, all the oilfields including AD-7, AD-8 and AD-9 which are now under drilling are still within the territorial waters of Myanmar. So, it is the firm confirmation to Myanmar to continue drilling all the oilfields within its waters. Regarding the A-1 and A-3 natural gas deposit, A-1 was divided as A1-1 and A1-2 in 1997 and since that time those oilfields are clearly within Myanmar side. The decision that ITLOS has authority to demarcate for continental shelf longer than 200 miles does not mean interfering to the work of the UNC Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf.

(See page 6)
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Myanmar then proposed to the commission to let it have up to 350 nautical miles of its continental shelf, on 16 December, 2008. Myanmar also submitted scientific and technical evidences in its proposal in line with the provisions of the UN Convention on Law of the Sea. The commission postponed to consider Myanmar’s proposal because of Bangladesh’s objection to the proposal and lawsuit between the two nations.

The ITLOS did not agree the Bangladesh’s demand which said that Myanmar has no right to extend more than 200 nautical miles but only has the right to have 50 nautical miles from main Rakhine Coast. However, the verdict of ITLOS can help avert the deadlock. It is learnt that there are no prospects for over 200 nautical miles long continental shelf. Myanmar proposed to the UN Commission on Limits of the Continental Shelf on 25 February, 2011 for letting it have continental shelf up to over 200 nautical miles. As the commission loads of works to settle, it can consider Myanmar’s proposal only in 2036 as the earliest.

Most of the global nations are asking the UN to let them extend their continental shelf up to 350 nautical miles. It is because world’s precious resources have never been exploited in 350 nautical miles long Deep Ocean. Because of the signal cooperation prospects between the profit-making organizations who have interests in exploring in the area exceeding 200 nautical miles and the nation who can extend the area, global nations are focusing special attention on it. The verdict of ITLOS is fair and just both to the two nations. The judges made fair decisions broadly assessing from legal and technical standpoints. ITLOS has accepted the legal points of Myanmar as it is completely true.

The ITLOS neither allowed the demarcation line proposed by Bangladesh nor proposed by Myanmar. According to the essence of Convention on Law of the Sea, it needs to give Bangladesh the exit to ocean and consider the geographical concavity of Bangladesh’s coast. The ITLOS made fair judgment based on the methods proposed by Myanmar in conformity with provisions of the law of the sea, and international rules and regulations to be fair to Bangladesh. Thanks to the fair judgment of the ITLOS, the territorial waters dispute between Myanmar and Bangladesh has been settled peacefully and the amity and good neighbourliness between the two nations could be maintained.

Union Minister for Finance and Revenue U Hla Tun, Deputy Minister for Health Dr Daw Myat Myat Ohn Khin and Union Minister for Electric Power No. 2 U Khin Maung Soe responded to the discussions that are not included in the amendment of the budget concerning the Union Budget Bill 2012. Next, approvals were sought from the Hluttaw paragraph by paragraph regarding the amendment of the bill.

In the discussions, Union Minister U Hla Tun said that The Union Budget Bill 2012-2013 fiscal year was redrawn due to raising the extra cash assistance and wages, permission of regional allowance and raising cash assistance and loans to regions and states in addition to reducing the budget of the Union. In so doing, the Union Budget Bill 2012 was drawn in line with the provisions of the National Planning Bill 2012-2013 fiscal year approved by Pyidaungsu Hluttaw with the amendments. Although there was K 251788 million budget deficit, compared with K 1953712 million in the new bill. The ratio of deficit to GDP declined to 3.2% from 4.9%.

In her response, Deputy Minister Dr Daw Myat Myat Ohn Khin said that the capital expenditure was subtracted from the incomes of cost-sharing health care, and 50 per cent from the remaining amount were paid as ordinary income of the State. Income from the sales of medicines is used as the circular fund spent on providing assistance to needy persons, poor persons, prisons, those from religious affairs and the persons allowed to enjoy the assistance under the law. Medicines for disease control were allowed to all patients free of charge. Likewise, X-ray and lab services were provided to the above-mentioned persons with free service, and 25 per cent from the remaining income were paid to the State. Cost sharing health care is aimed at using the necessities for the hospital in line with the law, providing assistance for needy persons, poor persons, unaffordable personnel, prisons and religious persons (monks and nuns) and those allowed to enjoy the rights under the law at the hospital. At present, the State will manage the service in line with the present policies.

Union Minister U Khin Maung Soe responded to the discussions, saying that the projects presented in the reports on income and expenditure in 2012-2013 fiscal year are aimed to undertake regional development; the projects have been implemented to some extent depending on the fund in 2012-2013 fiscal year; and project materials have been purchased. As approval has been sought from Pyidaungsu Hluttaw to implement the projects as quickly as possible, the projects will be undertaken continuously. The Hluttaw approved title of the Union Budget Bill 2012, section title, chapter title, para 1, para 2, para 3 (a, b and c), para 4 (b), para 6 (a) and subpara (i), para 6 (b), para 8, para 10, para 12 (a), para 13, para 14, para 15 (a, d, g), para 17, para 18, para 20, para 22 and table 1-10 of the bill in line with the original provisions of the bill, para 3(d), para 4(c), para 5, para 6 (a) (ii) (i), para 7, para 11, para 12 (b), para 15 (b, c, d), para 16 (b), para 16 (b), para 19 (a, b), para 21, para 23 (a) and para 24 in line with the amendment of the Joint bill Committee and para 4 (a), para 6 (c) and para 23 (b) in line with amendment of Pyithu Hluttaw Speaker Thura U Shwe Mann.

With regard to the bill, Chairman of Pyithu Hluttaw Projects and Financial Development Committee U Soe Tha said that the committee scrutinized and reduced the per cent of capital expenditure to be assessed by department concerned in line with the original planning bill. Although the Ministry of Construction proposed to reduce 52.93 per cent reduction, suspension and postponing from the original projects, the department concerned reduced 30.19 per cent only from it. Although Ministry of Electric Power No. 2 earmarked to reduce 37.89 per cent from expeditur K 342,663,479 million by submitting some projects, proposal was submitted to reduce 9.93 per cent from the demanded cash amount. The ministry concerned can select the projects to be reduced by 9.19 per cent. Thus, the ministry concerned is to reconsider Aungthabya-

Nay Pyi Taw, 22 March—Massive campaign against measles 2012 in Mandalay Region was launched at Mandalay City Hall this morning, with an address by Mandalay Region Social Affairs Minister Dr Win Hlaing. Over 6.5 million children aged between nine months and five years from townships in Mandalay Region will be vaccinated against measles from 22 to 31 March.—MNA

Primary education schools upgraded in Myaing Township, Magway Region

Nay Pyi Taw, 22 March—Union Minister for Communications, Posts and Telegraphs U Thein Tun addressed the ceremonies to give permits for school upgrading held in primary schools of Nyaungbinhon and Thayetkan villages in Myaing Township, Magway Region yesterday.

The Union Minister then handed over the permits of the Education Ministry to the school heads. The Union Minister’s wife presented school uniforms to teachers and the wellwishers, cash for education fund, followed by words of thanks of a local.

The Union Minister attended the opening of library in Kaingtawma Village. On the occasion, wellwishers donated publications, periodicals and cash for the library.

Anti-measles campaign conducted in Mandalay Region

Nay Pyi Taw, 22 March—Massive campaign against measles 2012 in Mandalay Region was launched at Mandalay City Hall this morning, with an address by Mandalay Region Social Affairs Minister Dr Win Hlaing. Over 6.5 million children aged between nine months and five years from townships in Mandalay Region will be vaccinated against measles from 22 to 31 March.—MNA
Former Nazi guard Demjanjuk dies in Germany aged 91

BREMEN, 22 March—John Demjanjuk, a retired US engine mechanic convicted for his role in killing 28,000 Jews as a guard at a Nazi death camp during World War Two, died on Saturday aged 91 in a care home in Germany, police said.

Once top of the Nazi-hunting Simon Wiesenthal Centre’s list of most wanted Nazi criminals, Ukrainian-born Demjanjuk denied the charges against him, saying he was drafted into the Soviet army in 1941 and then taken prisoner by the Germans.

A Munich court convicted Demjanjuk in May 2011 of helping to kill the Jews at the Sobibor death camp in Nazi-occupied Poland. He was sentenced to five years in prison but freed because of his age. He died on Saturday morning at the care home near Rosenheim, south of Munich, where he had been living. Bavarian police said.

“My father fell asleep with the Lord today as both a victim and survivor of Soviet and German brutality from childhood till death,” his son, John Demjanjuk Jr, said in a statement from his home in Ohio. “History will show Germany shamefully used him as a scapegoat to blame helpless Ukrainian POWs for the deeds of Nazi Germany,” he said.— Reuters

Old bombs found on Scottish beach

NAIRN, Scotland, 22 March—Unexploded bombs that may date from World War II were discovered Wednesday morning on a beach in eastern Scotland, authorities said. Parts of Nairn Beach were blocked off, the Highland News reported.

Bomb disposal experts from Edinburgh were brought in to defuse the devices.

Northern Constabulary described the devices as 2-inch mortar bombs. In a statement, police said East Beach in Nairn had been reopened.

Nairn is an ancient fishing port east of Inverness that has been a popular beach and golfing resort for 150 years. The beach was used to train British troops for the D-Day landings during World War II.

Internet
Every sovereign nation of the world has the armed force established for security and defence of the country. Each and every sovereign nation must form an armed force to perform national political procedures for peace, stability and development of the country.

Tatmadaw is an institution which at its best serves the national interest, the lifeblood of a sovereign country. With no linkage with party politics, the organization performs duties till its last blood, putting the national interest at the forefront.

The main duty of Tatmadaw is to fulfill requirements for perpetuation of the country which are perpetuation of sovereignty, perpetuation of territory and perpetuation of national unity. It also assumes responsibilities to help civilian authorities with rule of law and stability.

Myanmar stood tall in the global stage under its sovereignty, perpetuation of territory and perpetuation of national unity. It also assumes responsibilities to help civilian authorities with rule of law and stability.

The Tatmadaw was established for security and defence of the country. They could even land Common Shells and Shrapnel Shells, anti-fort artillery and rockets. It is to be reviewed that Myanmar lost in the wars following weakness in arms or then-unfashionable Myanmar Tatmadaw.

Myanmar national heroes who did not want to live under colonialist rule opted to fight against. They convincingly showed patriotic spirit and national fervor of Myanmar people.

Myanmar youths started to begin armed struggle against the colonialists as World War II broke out in 1939.

Regarding stability of the State, the State is adopting new principles to restore eternal peace in the Union, in light of consideration of reality and past experiences. Roughly speaking, peace making tasks are progressing. Three Steps—State-level talks, Union-level negotiations and signing agreement at Pyidaungsu Hluttaw—have been adopted in establishing lasting peace, inviting armed groups to enter into dialogue. Peace making tasks are somewhat successful now and the eternal peace will prevail in the immediate future.
From eternal peace to building…

(from page 8)

by the people and recommended by Bogyoke Aung San. Political movements against one-party system sprung up among the people in 1988. Insurgents, aboveground and underground, instigated the people, taking advantage of these movements to bring anarchy. Keeping faith in national interest, Tatmadaw, which could not turn a blind eye to disintegration of the country, again launched a coup for third time. This third coup meant that the Tatmadaw prevented the terrible conditions around the country and disintegration of national unity in time. It has been three times Tatmadaw seized control of the country and led national politics in the history of Myanmar. These are done not by the will of Tatmadaw but by the call of duty to take a leading role in establishing foundation for new political systems desired by the people.

At present, Tatmadaw is chronicling history, portraying well-deserved reputation of faith in national interest. Leaders of Tatmadaw turned from politicians to soldiers when they needed to held arms in independence struggle. When they needed to go into politics, they turned themselves into national politicians. So, Tatmadaw has fascinating political and military history. Win Win Win, Tatmadaw government handed over executive, legislation and judicial powers to civilian government formed under the constitution on 30-3-2011. Tatmadaw is doing its bit in implementing tasks for stability, socio-economic improvement of the people and democratization processes of the State. Regarding stability of the State, the State is adopting new principles to restore eternal peace in the Union, in light of consideration of reality and past experiences. Roughly speaking, peace making tasks are progressing. Three steps—State-level talks, Union-level negotiations and signing agreement at Pyidaungsu Hluttaw—have been adopted in establishing lasting peace, inviting armed groups to enter dialogue. Peace making tasks are somewhat successful now and the eternal peace will prevail in the immediate future. Successful implementation of eternal peace making tasks are vital important for the State and the people. Based on domestic peace and political stability, the people will increase their chances to enjoy better quality of life following change in international attitude, increased foreign investment and growing reputation in international arena.

Tatmadaw, which assumes duties of sustainable socio-economic development of the people, stability of the State and perpetuation of the sovereignty, needs to continue building strong, talented and patriotic armed forces. After restoring eternal peace, Tatmadaw will become the only armed forces, strong, capable and patriotic.

Second Seminar and Workshop on Measurement Standards in Myanmar held

YANGON, 22 March—Jointly organized by National Institute of Metrology (Thailand), Japan International Cooperation Agency and Republic of the Union of Myanmar Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry, the Second Seminar and Workshop on Measurement Standards in Myanmar, with the sponsorship of Myanmar Science and Technology Ministry of the Department of Science and Technology, was opened from 14 to 16 March free of charge. Vice-President of the federation U Zaw Min Win, Deputy Director-General of the Myanmar Science and Technology Department U Kyaw Aung Hsion of Pyaybwe Township, Commander of Township Police Force Police Captain Khin Maung Soe, departmental officials, Head of Township Health Department Dr Than Lwin and health staff, Dr Shu Kyi of Myanmar Red Cross Society, Chairperson of Township Maternal and Child Welfare Association Daw Myint Myint Hwe and Deputy Commanding Officer of Township Red Cross Battalion Than Win and ward administrators and guests.

Community-based TB control project launched in Pyaybwe

PYAYBWE, 22 March—Jointly organized by National TB Eradication of Myanmar Red Cross Society and Global Fund, the clarification on community-based TB control project was held in conjunction with the ceremony to open the TB patient care course at the hall of the People’s Hospital in Pyaybwe Township on 12 March afternoon. It was attended by Township Administrator U Kyaw Aung Hsian of Pyaybwe Township, Commander of Township Police Force Police Captain Khin Maung Soe, departmental officials, Head of Township Health Department Dr Than Lwin and health staff, Dr Shu Kyi of Myanmar Red Cross Society, Chairperson of Township Maternal and Child Welfare Association Daw Myint Myint Hwe and Deputy Commanding Officer of Township Red Cross Battalion Than Win and ward administrators and guests.

Talks on fire preventive measures held at Workshop of MTE

NAV P Y T A W, 22 March—The Main Workshop of Engineering Department under Myanmar Timber Enterprise organized talks on fire prevention and fire drill at the workshop in Pobbathiri Township on 16 March morning. Assistant General Manager U Nyi Windelivered an address. Head of Township Fire Services Department U Thim Zaw Win explained the directives for fire preventive measures and Deputy Head of Township Fire Service U Soe Than, skillful use of emergency fire extinguishers. The demonstration on fire drill was held with the use of chemical powder and fire engine in front of the workshop.—Soe Than

Literary talks for uplifting life of disabled

YANGON, 22 March—Shwe Min Thar Foundation (Myanmar) constituted with disabled persons to uplift life of the disabled persons will organize the literary talks at Judson Avenue on Pyay Road in Yangon on 23 March afternoon. Ms Chit Ok Nyi, San San Nwe (Thayawady), Maung Tha Cho and Kyungsgaya Ko Ko Win will give educative talks.

Not only the disabled persons but also any enthusiast may attend the talks. For cash donation, may contact Shwe Min Thar Foundation (Myanmar), (Head Office), Tel: 01-2300329, 2300332 and 219393.—Kyymor
The dry paddy produced 80.80 baskets per acre. The model plot of paddy harvesting work was observed by Head of Kayin State Land Settlement and Land Record Department U Naing Aung, Deputy Head of the State Department U Zaw Moe Aung, Head of District Settlement and Land Record Department U Min Chit Maung, officials at township and ward levels and local farmers.

**Myanma Alin**

### Cash donated to library’s fun in Ottwin

**Ottwin, 22 March—** A ceremony to donate cash to the fund for construction of Pyinya Dagun Library was held at the monastery in Phayagonkon Village of Nyaungbingyi Village-tract in Ottwin Township on 17 March afternoon.

Ma Win Nwe (Snack Shop) of Loikaw donated K 500,000, U Maung Maung Shop) of Loikaw donated K 30,000, Saya U Paw Nyein (Thiha Khin San Hla Nwe (Thiha Yaza Traditional Medicine Clinic) of Mandalay K 30,000, U Kyaw Sein–Daw Kyi Kyi Aye family of Taunggyi K 30,000, Grade Energy Co Ltd of Yangon K 30,000, Dr Aung Myat Thu of Loikaw K 45,000 and other wellwishers K 35,000 to the fund of the library. Chairman of the Village Library Construction Committee U Kyi Myint accepted the cash donations.

**Township IPRD**

### Newspaper, journals donated to basic education schools in Kawlin

**Kawlin, 22 March—** Kawlin Township Writers and Journalists Association of Sagain Region held a ceremony to donate newspapers and journals for raising reading skills of rural people at an office in Kawlin on 12 March.

Chairman of Township Writers and Journalists Association U Khin Maung Nyein (Myan Gon Hsaung) made a speech. U Nay Oh (National Literary Award winner Ko Nay-Kawlin) explained the purpose of donations.

**Myanma Alin**

### Basic constable (women) course concludes

**Yangon, 22 March—** The basic constable (women) course No. 16/2012 concluded at Manaung Police Avenue in Tamway Township on 16 March morning.

Director of Management and Training of the Myanmar Police Force (Headquarters) Police Col Win Khaung delivered an address. Next, the graduation drill on excellent performance of the trainees was performed.

Constable Ma Pyae Phye Khaing from No. 2 Platoon secured the best trainee award.

Altogether 110 female trainees attended the six-month course. —Kyemon

### Indaw dwellers to enjoy water supply facility by the end of April

**Indaw, 22 March—** With the aim of sufficiently supplying safe water to the local people of Indaw Township in Katha District of Sagaing Region and enabling them to use water for preventative measures against fire, the urban water supply committee commenced its tasks in early February this year.

It is expected to complete the water supply facility by the end of April 2012 before the rainy season.

Drinking water for Indaw is taken from the spring, three farungs from East Nanaung Village and 2.5 miles from Indaw, through four-inch plastic pipelines that will connect to the water pipelines of the Township Development Affairs Committee. It is estimated that the expenditure for the water supply facility may be amounted to over K 10.7 million.

The small groups of the committee have been formed for timely completion of the plan. At present, they are carrying out designation of water sources, measurement of alignment for the pipelines, digging of two feet deep and one feet deep wide drainage, dredging of a 100 feet long, 20 feet wide and 20 feet deep lake and purchase of equipment for pipelines.

Laying of pipelines is under implementation, and the tasks will be completed at the end of April. —Kyemon

### Fire preventive measures taken in Taikkyi Township

**Taikkyi, 22 March—** The local authorities make field trips to wards and villages of Taikkyi Township in Yangon Region for safety of fire at schools and markets.

On 15 March afternoon, Taikkyi Township Electrical Engineer U Tun Tun of Yangon City Electricity Supply Board, leader of the inspection team Deputy Head of Township General Administration Department U Thiba and officials inspected systematic installation of electrical meter boxes, with switch, wiring systems and plugs at Myanma Market in Taikkyi, sanitation tasks around the market and sales of illegal fuel inside and outside the market. —Myanma Alin

### Extremep talks held in Wundwin

**Wundwin, 22 March—** The extempore talk to mark the Pyilun Chahta Sheeboitha Pangoda Pujannya was held at the Dhammayon of the pagoda in Khingyi Model Village in Wundwin Township of Meiktila District in Mandalay Region on 6 March afternoon.

Chairman of Township Information and Public Relations Department U Win Maung explained the purpose of the contest, tasks of raising reading habits and discipline of the contest. Altogether 16 students participated in the contest. Officials presented the first prize to Ma San San Maung, the second prize to Ma Ma Aung and the third prize to Ma Kyaw Moe. —Myanma Alin

### Summer paddy harvested on model plot in Hpa-an

**Hpa-an, 22 March—** To be prudent to rigorous rate of summer paddy per acre yield for 2011-2012 cultivation season, Manawthukha paddy plantation was harvested on 0.63 acre of model plot of farmer U Sein Lwin in West Naunglong Village-tract in Hpa-an Township of Kayin State on 9 March.

The dry paddy produced 80.80 baskets per acre. The model plot of paddy harvesting work was observed by Head of Kayin State Land Settlement and Land Record Department U Naing Aung, Deputy Head of the State Department U Zaw Moe Aung, Head of District Settlement and Land Record Department U Min Chit Maung, officials at township and ward levels and local farmers.

**Myanma Alin**

### Citizenship scrutiny cards issued in Hsipaw

**Hsipaw, 22 March—** Under the supervision of Head of Kayinke District Immigration and National Registration Department U Win Hsaiing, Head of Hsipaw Township INRD U Tun Naing and staff carried out issuance of citizenship scrutiny cards for 72 eligible persons in Mahe Village of Hsipaw Township in Shan State (North) on 29 February. They then handed over the cards to Village Administrator U Ngyue Ya and Headmistress Daw Nan Hsaiing Kwam.

**Township INRD**

### Drive with safely
**Santorum wins Kansas caucuses**

WASHINGTON, 22 March—Rick Santorum has won Kansas caucuses of the US Republican Party on Saturday, giving him momentum ahead of next week’s “Southern Super Tuesday” contests in Mississippi and Alabama.

After more than 85 percent of votes were counted in Kansas caucuses, Santorum, a former Pennsylvania senator, held a lead with 53 percent of support, with Mitt Romney, the former Massachusetts governor, a distant runner-up with 17 percent. Newt Gingrich, the former House speaker, was at 16 percent, and Ron Paul, a Texas Congressman, had 13 percent.

Santorum was widely expected to win the Kansas caucuses, where social conservatives have a strong showing. Santorum now has won seven states in the GOP primaries. He will like walk away with at least 20 of Kansas’ 40 delegates. Kansas wasn’t the only contest in the weekend. Romney has won Guam and Northern Mariana Islands. Virgin Islands is also holding caucuses Saturday. Romney is expected to do well in that contest as well.

---

**Cold front to grip north China**

BEIJING, 22 March—A cold front will sweep north China for the coming 24 hours, bringing gusty winds and dragging temperatures down, China’s meteorological authority said Sunday. In a statement posted on its website, the National Meteorological Centre said light snow or sleet is expected to hit parts of Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region as well as Qinghai, Gansu, Heilongjiang and Jilin provinces over the next 24 hours, dragging temperatures down by four to eight degrees Celsius.

Meanwhile, cloudy and rainy weather will persist in the country’s southern regions till on Tuesday, according to the statement. Parts of Guizhou, Yunnan and Guangdong provinces as well as Guangxi Zhuang autonomous region will see rain or shower over the next three days with temperatures remaining low.

---

**Singapore to build 200 childcare centres**

SINGAPORE, 22 March—Singapore will build 200 childcare centres by 2018 to meet the growing demand for such services, a minister announced on Saturday.

“Childcare, as you know, is a very important facet of life in Singapore. It’s the whole idea is really to make sure that we have enough places for women to put their children in,” Xinhua quoted her as saying. There are currently more than 900 childcare centres in Singapore.

---

**US investigates acid leak at refinery**

CORPUS CHRISTI, 22 March—A federal agency has begun an investigation into a Citgo Petroleum Corp refinery in Corpus Christi, Texas, after sensors detected a leak of hydrofluoric acid.

A team from the Chemical Safety Board began work at the refinery Wednesday, ABS News reported.

They arrived two days after an emergency containment measure automatically went into place at the alkylation unit. A fire and explosion in the alkylation unit in 2009 severely injured one employee. A report last year said 4,000 pounds of hydrofluoric acid were released, more than 100 times Citgo’s original estimate of 30 pounds.

Chemical Safety Board Chairman Rafael Moure-Eraso said the current investigation was undertaken “because of the toxic nature of hydrofluoric acid and the need to keep it contained, or to mitigate the consequences of a release.”

Citgo said in a statement that people living around the plant were never in danger from this week’s incident.

---

**72,000 British families lack male role models**

LONDON, 22 March—Around 72,000 families in Britain have no male parent or role models at home and are headed by a single mother, a study has found.

An official review into what caused last year’s riots spoke about the lack of good male role-models in the lives of many young people arrested for taking part in the disturbances, the Daily Mail reported.

Communities and Local Government Secretary Eric Pickles said the absence of a positive father figure was a huge problem, and often fathers who were present have severe drug and alcohol addictions and were not working.

“Clearly, we want to work towards a situation where fathers in these families provide stability, which means getting them back to work, so they can bring money in and be a positive role model to their children,” he said.

The Telegraph said that another problem the study identified among the troubled families was the large number of children, which can lead to a lack of parental attention.

At least 20 percent of the 120,000 families studied have at least five children.

Prime Minister David Cameron launched a £44-million-pound initiative for workers from a mix of charity, council and private sector organisations, to help 120,000 “problem families” turn round their lives.

The new “troubleshooters” are working with each family individually, drawing up detailed plans with targets such as returning parents to work, stopping them from drinking or taking drugs, and ensuring the children attend school and do not behave anti-socially.

---

**Man hit to death by high-speed train in western Japan**

OSAKA, 22 March—A man entered the track of the Tokkaido Shinkansen (high-speed railway) in Shiga Prefecture, western Japan Thursday morning and was hit to death by a train, forcing the railway line to be halted temporarily, local media reported.

---

**A wounded Palestinian child is checked by doctors at a hospital in Beit Lahia in the northern Gaza Strip.**

---

**A hovercraft is seen on the frozen Baikal in the southern part of the Siberian area in Russia on 10 March, 2012.**

---

---

---

---
**CLAIMS DAY NOTICE**

**MV CTP FORTUNE VOY NO (037)**

Consignees of cargo carried on MV CTP FORTUNE VOY NO (037) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 23.3.2012 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of A.W.P.T where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claims Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

**SHIPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT**
**MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY**
**AGENT FOR: M/S SAMUDEDA SHIPPING LINES**

Phone No: 256908/378316/376797

---

**CLAIMS DAY NOTICE**

**MV KOTA RATU VOY NO (483)**

Consignees of cargo carried on MV KOTA RATU VOY NO (483) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 23.3.2012 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of A.W.P.T where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claims Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

**SHIPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT**
**MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY**
**AGENT FOR: M/S ADVANCE CONTAINER LINES**

Phone No: 256908/378316/376797

---

**CLAIMS DAY NOTICE**

**MV PLATINUM EMERALD VOY NO (PE/V/02/12)**

Consignees of cargo carried on MV PLATINUM EMERALD VOY NO (PE/V/02/12) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 23.3.2012 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of A.W.P.T where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claims Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

**SHIPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT**
**MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY**
**AGENT FOR: M/S HUB SHIPPING SDN-BHD**

Phone No: 256916/256919/256921

---

**CLAIMS DAY NOTICE**

**MV JUTHA DHAMMAKAS VOY NO (-)**

Consignees of cargo carried on MV JUTHA DHAMMAKAS VOY NO (-) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 23.3.2012 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of A.W.P.T where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claims Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

**SHIPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT**
**MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY**
**AGENT FOR: M/S SEA TRANS SHIPPING CO LTD**

Phone No: 256916/256919/256921

---

**Russian jet takes off with “hole in wing”**

MOSCOW, 22 March—What looked like a large hole in the wing did not stop a Russian airliner from taking off for Siberia with dozens of panicked passengers on board.

The Boeing 737 jet was delayed on the tarmac of a Moscow airport when one of the passengers looked out of a window and noticed an oval-shaped gap in the left wing above one of the engines.

A video posted on the Komsomolskaya Pravda tabloid website showed the man complaining to a cabin crew member and the incident being reported to the cockpit.

The paper said the Transaero pilot had by that stage already abandoned one take-off attempt to take off from the left engine.

A second attempt was then called off when passengers began “rushing for the exits,” Komsomolskaya Pravda said.

Airline spokesman said 27 of the 70 or so passengers on board were let off the flight on Monday but denied that the pilot had to abandon any take-off attempts.

The flight was delayed,” Transaero spokesman Konstantin Tyurkin told AFP.

The plane eventually landed more than three hours behind schedule in the Siberian city of Krasnoyarsk.

The private airline called the incident little more than a misunderstanding.

Tyurkin said all that was missing from the wing was the cover to a hatch workers use to check the left engine.

It was not immediately clear who had misplaced the hefty piece of equipment or why.

“This was a technical element. Its absence doesn’t prevent takeoff,” said Tyurkin. “It does not affect safety.”

Russian news reports said Moscow transportation officials had opened a preliminary probe into the case.

---

**Groom gets six years for wedding fire**

CHRISTCHURCH, 22 March — A bridegroom who set fire to the historic English castle where his wedding reception was being held was sentenced Wednesday to six years in prison.

Max Henry Kay, 37, of Liverpool, pleaded guilty to arson in Chester Crown Court. He showed little emotion when the sentence declared down the, the Chester Chronicle reported.

His wife, who recently gave birth to twins, was not at the hearing.

Investigators said Kay, who had been drinking heavily, set fire to drapes at Peckforton Castle with a cigarette lighter after an argument with the financial manager, in which he allegedly threatened her and her family.

He had been having problems paying the bill for the reception.

The fire did 5.5 million pounds ($8.7 million) damage in the 17-century country house. More than 100 staffers and guests, including a man in a wheelchair and several children, were evacuated.

“It was a miracle nobody was either seriously hurt or killed by your actions,” Judge Roger Dutton said.

---

**Florida girl hit by falling sculpture**

MELBOURNE, 22 March—A Florida girl who was hit by a falling swordfish sculpture was recovering Wednesday after emergency surgery, her father said.

The youngster, whose name was not released, was struck by the metal sculpture when it fell off the wall at her family’s home in Melbourne.

CFN13 News in Orlando said the sculpture impaled the girl, narrowly missing her skull, doctors said.

The father said he wasn’t sure what caused the sculpture to come crashing down and that it was well out of his daughter’s reach.

---

**European sculptor awarded nearly $500,000 for damaged statue**

A trailer carrying sculptures of Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II and her husband Prince Philip were displayed on Wednesday during a parade around London as a celebration for the 60th anniversary of Queen Elizabeth II’s ascending the throne.

---

**MYANNA PORT AUTHORITY**
**HOLIDAY NOTICE**

As the wharves, warehouses and chellan offices of Yangon Port will be closed on the 27th March 2012 (Armed Forces Day) Goods Shipped or delivered on payment will be received as Holiday Fees.

---

**CLAIMS DAY NOTICE**

**MV PLATINUM JADE VOY NO (PJ/V/03/12)**

Consignees of cargo carried on MV PLATINUM JADE VOY NO (PJ/V/03/12) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 23.3.2012 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of S.P.W-3 where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claims Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

**SHIPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT**
**MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY**
**AGENT FOR: M/S HUB SHIPPING SDN-BHD**

Phone No: 256916/256919/256921

---

**Twelve-year-old Brazilian girl Natasha, who has never managed to cut her hair since she was a baby, recently planned to cut her hair for sale. Now her hair has grown to 1.6 meters. The auction price will be 3,500 pounds (about 35,000 yuan), UK Daily Mail reported on 20 March, 2012.**

---

**Chester Chronicle reported.**

---

**Full text of the decisions of the Claims Day.**

---

**Internet**
NYC men’s yoga class meets in the nude

A New York man who teaches a weekly men-only nude yoga class said performing the exercises in the nude allows students to shed their “costumes and armor.”

Michael Gates, 44, said he has been leading the nude yoga classes since 2006 and usually about six men will pay $20 for the weekly 90-minute session, the New York Daily News reported Thursday.

“Our clothes are costumes and armor,” Gates said. “Naked yoga is an interesting metaphor for letting go of the BS.”

He said he realized soon after beginning the classes that they should be restricted to a single gender. “I understand that women don’t want to get undressed in front of strange men,” he said. “When I offered co-ed sessions, I found they were attended 98 percent by men.”

However, Gates said he still keeps the exact location of the classes a secret to keep away the “creeps.”

“I was getting too many people that were more interested in being in a room with naked men than practicing yoga,” Gates said.

Suspect arrested while on toilet

Ohio police said they did not want to make a man wanted on a weapons charge to finish using the toilet before placing him under arrest.

Sandusky police said Nicholas Ross, 23, allegedly left a party after getting into a fist fight Tuesday and returned with a handgun, the Sandusky Register reported Thursday.

Police said partygoers called 911, but the suspect was gone by the time officers arrived.

Investigators spotted Ross walking shortly before midnight with Tamar Walls, 23, and Jonathon Shine, 23, and the trio entered a rental home. Police said Walls gave them permission to enter the home, where they found Ross sitting on the toilet.

Ross refused to get off the toilet, telling officers he was defecting, police said. However, officers forced him off the toilet when he reached for a pile of clothes, and the arrest report said there was no sign of a bowel movement in the toilet.

Ross was arrested on a count of carrying a concealed weapon.

Shine and Walls were arrested on charges of obstructing official business, and Walls was also found to have a bench warrant for his arrest. Tannie Shine, 57, who was found inside the home, was also arrested on a bench warrant.

Police said the handgun Ross had been carrying was reported missing from an unlocked trunk about three months ago.

Kutcher plans real-life space mission

NEW YORK, 22 March— US actor-producer Ashton Kutcher has booked a seat on Virgin Galactic’s SpaceShipTwo rocketplane, Virgin Chairman Richard Branson said. “I gave Ashton a quick call to congratulate and welcomem,” Branson wrote in an online message Monday.

“He is an enthusiast we are at the prospect of Being among the first to cross the final frontier (and back!) with us and experience the magic of space for himself,” Branson said. “Ashton is joining a fast-expanding group of true pioneers who are on their way to a life-changing experience and a place in the history books.

It’s great to have him on board.” MSNBC.com said the “Two and a Half Men” and “Punk’d” star paid $200,000 for his ticket on the craft, which is expected to carry as many as six passengers a flight.

The New York Daily News said no launch date has been set. Test launches are expected to begin this year, the newspaper said.

Bates to play Charlie’s ghost on ‘Men’

LOS ANGELES, 22 March— Oscar-winning actress Kathy Bates is to guest star as the ghost of Charlie Harper on an upcoming episode of the US sitcom “Two and a Half Men,” CBS said.

Charlie Sheen played Harper on the show for eight seasons before he was fired for erratic behavior and drug use.

His character was killed by a car crash. Producer Ashton Kutcher took over as lead of the cast for the current ninth season of the show.

Bates will play Harper’s ghost in the 30 April episode. “After Alan suffers a minor heart attack, Charlie’s ghost will pay a visit to his hospital bedside,” CBS said in a synopsis.

Jon Cryer plays Harper’s brother Alan on the show.

Times stands by Paltrow ghostwriting story

NEW YORK, 22 March— A representative for The New York Times says the newspaper is standing by its story about ghostwriters who pen books for celebrities such as Gwyneth Paltrow.

Paltrow recently denied she had ever done a cookbook, “My Father’s Daughter,” as the Times said it was written by the actress.

Times editor-dot-com editor correction, “a representative for the Times told E! News. “Twitter and the food blogosphere quickly lighted up, and we heard from a number of people named in the article, including Jamie Oliver, Rachael Ray, Gwyneth Paltrow and Mario Batali,” journalist Julia Moskin wrote in a follow-up piece to the ghostwriting report. “All four have acknowledged, in print, working with collaborators on their books—but all objected to what they saw as the implication that they were not the authors of their own work.”

Moskin said she was not accusing the authors of “ghostcooking” but rather that they were “in the routine work of wrestling hot, messy, complicated recipes onto the page in comprehensible English.”

That is cookbook ghostwriting, as I and others have experienced it,” she said. “The food itself, and the story that surrounds it, usually comes from the chef in varying stages of page-readiness.”

Bay reveals new ‘Ninja Turtles’ mythology

LOS ANGELES, 22 March— Hollywood producer Michael Bay says a new live-action Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles movie will feature the beloved heroes on a half-shell as aliens.

Previous comic books, films and TV shows about Raphael, Leonardo, Michelangelo and Donatello have shown how the titular crime-fighting amphibians fall into a sewer as babies and mutate after soaking in a radioactive substance.

Bay said the latest installment in the franchise will change that mythology.

“So many of the stories that we’ve told in the past, they are going to be tough, edgy, funny and completely loveable.”

‘Potter’ cast member gets 2 years in jail

LONDON, 22 March— British actor Jamie Waylett has been sentenced to two years in prison for looting during the London riots last August, officials said.

Waylett, 22, played Hogwarts student Vincent Crabbe in the Harry Potter movies.

TMZ said he was convicted of violent disorder, but acquitted of the charge of intending to destroy property with a fire bomb.

He was accused of carrying a Molotov cocktail, while stealing thousands of pounds worth of drugs from a drug store on 8 Aug.

The actor was identified in video footage after the unrest ended, then arrested 20 Sept.

He has a history of previous drug-related convictions, including cocaine use and possession of cannabis, the report said.

2-year-old picks $1 million winner

A New York woman said she would not have purchased a winning scratch-off lottery card worth $1 million if it hadn’t been for her 2-year-old daughter.

Afsheen Ahsan, 34, who claimed her winnings Tuesday, said she decided to buy the New York Poker ticket from the Top Convenience store in Brooklyn 30 Jan when her daughter, Anaya Hussain, 2, touched the ticket, the New York Daily News reported Wednesday.

“If she didn’t touch it, I wouldn’t have taken it. She’s lucky,” Ahsan said.

Ahsan, a Pakistani immigrant, said she and her boyfriend, Sayed Hussain, already have some plans for the winnings.

“I am going on vacation, but I have no idea where. I want to start a business too, a grocery store,” she said.

Sean William Scott is engaged

LOS ANGELES, 22 March— Hollywood actor Seann William Scott has confirmed he is engaged to model Lindsay Frimodt.

Scott told E! News the Los Angeles premiere of his movie “American Reunion” he “doesn’t know how I got” Frimodt.

“I’m just really lucky,” Scott said. “She hadn’t seen ‘American Pie’. Thank god. Otherwise I probably wouldn’t be engaged.”

“American Reunion” is the fourth installment in the raunchy big-screen “American Pie” franchise.

Actor Seann William Scott, a cast member in the motion picture romantic comedy “American Reunion,” attends the premiere of the film at the Grauman’s Chinese Theatre in Hollywood section of Los Angeles on 19 March, 2012.”

Seann William Scott is engaged
**Mancini expects Tevez to boost City’s title bid**

**MANCHESTER, 22 March—Manchester City manager Roberto Mancini expects Carlos Tevez to help his side chase the Premier League title. Tevez inspired a 2-1 win over Chelsea on his return from exile as a second half substitute at Eastlands on Wednesday.**

The Argentine forward set up a winning goal for Samir Nasri as his side closed the gap on leaders Manchester United to one point.

A three-game ban against West Ham was cancelled out Gary Cahill’s opening goal for Chelsea as City also record a 20th consecutive home league win, a record in the Premier League era and only the fourth time in history a top flight club has reached such a landmark.

---

**Wenger warns resurgent Arsenal cannot relax**

**LONDON, 22 March—Arsene Wenger warned his resurgent Arsenal players that they cannot afford to relax after moving into the Premier League’s top three for the first time this season.**

The Gunners, 12 points behind Tottenham on 1 February, climbed above their north London rivals after a hard-fought 1-0 win over Everton at Goodison Park on Wednesday.

Belgium defender Thomas Vermaelen is certain to miss the rest of the campaign.

---

**Tottenham 1 - Stoke 1: Harry Redknapp says time Spurshowed bottle**

Mouamba’s cardiac arrest on Saturday, describing it as the ‘low point’ of his career and adding to flashbacks. He put it behind him last night, however, with a stoppage-time header that at least meant Spurs did not add another defeat to losses to Arsenal, Manchester United and Everton.

But a draw was scant consolation for Redknapp, who labelled the clash with Stoke a must-win game—particularly with Saturday’s trip to Chelsea to come.

Just a few weeks ago Tottenham fans were dreaming of their side being among a group of teams fighting for the title. But they are now worrying about slipping into next season’s Europa League, with a fourth place finish at the back of their minds.

At the start of February, Spurs were 12 points ahead of the Gunners. But Arsenal have now nicked third place off their north London rivals and, even though Chelsea lost at Manchester City, Tottenham desperately need to find that winning feeling again.

---

**Teen tilt Thompson seeks another LPGA win**

**CARLSBAD, 22 March—Lori Thompson, the 17-year-old US pro who became the youngest winner in LPGA history last September, takes aim at another title starting Thursday at the $1.7 million LPGA Kia Classic.**

Thompson won the LPGA Navistar Classic by five strokes and was given a four-year membership after becoming the youngest tour champion at 16 years, eight months and eight days.

“I’m just going to focus on my goals and I want to improve on my game,” Thompson said. “I’m really happy with where my game is at. To get that win gave me a lot more confidence.”

“I’ve been working on a lot of short game, putting a lot, doing my putting drills. But the specific thing I’m working on my ball striking is just posture, keeping my posture good and a good set-up.”

Scott Thompson, Lori’s father, served as her caddie last season, but hew now carries the clubs for older son Nicholas on the US PGA’s developmental tour, with Lexi’s clubs in the hands of veteran bagman Greg Johnston.

---

**Pele defends Neymar, encourages him to stay in Brazil**

**RIO DE JANEIRO, 22 March—Soccer legend Pele defended Neymar to the comeback of Santos star Neymar on Wednesday, declaring that he is capable of becoming the world’s best player while playing in Brazil.**

Pele, a former member of Santos, said: "I never thought of that. But when you look at his playing style, he is very similar to my style." 

In the past, Pele also praised Neymar’s comments when he decided to leave Brazil at the age of 20.

"I think Neymar is very talented and I hope he will have a great career in Europe," said Pele. "But for now, he is in Brazil and he is doing very well."
Avalanche kills at least 22 in northeast Afghanistan

KUNDUZ, 22 March—A wall of snow has engulfed a village in northeast Afghanistan killing at least 22 people, officials said on Thursday, in the latest in a series of avalanches that have killed more than 100 people this month.

A rescue team including the governor of the district went to the village in Wakhan district of the northeastern Badakhshan province that borders China to search for survivors and help victims, provincial governor spokesman Abdul Marea Rashid said.

The avalanche happened on Wednesday but due to the remoteness, news of the incident only came out on Thursday.

Though avalanches are fairly common in the mountains of northern and eastern Afghanistan, deaths this year were particularly painful for a country which has experienced its worst winter in decades.

Earlier this month, avalanches killed at least 45 people in Nuristan province, near the border with Pakistan while 37 people were killed in Badakhshan.

FI’s Force India ordered to make big pay-out

LONDON, 22 March—Formula One’s Force India has been ordered to stump up $50,000 in unpaid fees to an aerodynamics company after a long-running court case.

The pay-out was demanded by the High Court in London on Wednesday following a copyright infringement case, according to a lawyer’s statement seen by AFP and media reports.

Force India had accused wind-tunnel operators Aerolab and Caterham technical chief Mike Gascoyne of systematic copyright breaches which it valued at 13 million pounds ($20.6 million).

But while Force India were awarded 25,000 euros for minor copyright breaches, the court also ordered it to pay $46,000 in fees owed to Aerolab for development work.

The court found that Caterham, formerly Team Lotus, had copied some computer files of Force India, mainly as a short cut for its own tests.

Certain small Force India-designed components were then used in Team Lotus’s 2010 car.
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**Ba ignoring Chelsea ‘rumours’**

Demb Ba has played down reports linking him with a potential new-look Chelsea and insists he is happy at Newcastle.

**INTERNET**

LONDON, 22 March — The Senegal international’s 16 Premier League goals this year- old Ivory Coast star Drogba. Ba, 26, is a possible recruit and, with what is understood to be a £7m release clause in his contract, would prove excellent value for money to succeed 33-year-old Drogba. Ba told Sky Sports when asked about a possible move to Chelsea: “It is rumours you like in football.”

“I am happy with Newcastle and enjoy being here and playing for the Toon Army. I enjoy being in this team.“We have a good team spirit and I love the North East, where I have my country-mate, Papiss Cisse.”

Ba joined Newcastle last summer after becoming a free agent due to a clause in his contract following West Ham’s relegation from the Premier League.

The Senegal international’s move to the Magpies is reportedly set to join mega-rich Chinese side Shanghai Shenhua, where he would be reunited with former Chelsea teammate Nicolas Anelka.

There has also been speculation that Chelsea Tiote has already agreed to move to Stamford Bridge next season as a replacement for Essien.

**Study: People with lots of Facebook friends more likely to be narcissists**

MASHABLE, 22 March — Do you have tons of Facebook friends and often update your status? If so, you may be a narcissist, a new study suggests.

Research from Western Illinois University showed a link between the number of Facebook friends you have and how active you are on the site to the likelihood of being a “socially disruptive” narcissist.

The study — which was recently published in the journal Personality and Individual Differences — was conducted among 300 participants, who took a Narcissistic Personality Inventory questionnaire.

Those with more Facebook friends, who tagged themselves in photos and updated their status throughout the day were more likely to have narcissistic traits.

Unveiling Facebook ‘secrets’

“People who have a heightened need to feel good about themselves will often turn to Facebook as a way to do so,” study author Chris Carpenter from Western Illinois University told Mashable.

“Facebook gives those with narcissistic tendencies the opportunity to exploit the site to get the feedback they need and become the center of attention.”

Carpenter said that Facebook users that self-promote themselves on the site show signs of two narcissistic behaviors. The first is called grandiose exhibition (GE), which refers to people who love to be the center of attention.

The second is a category that involves entitlement/ exploitiveness (EE), which indicates how far people will go to get the respect and attention they think they deserve.

“There isn’t a baseline of how many friends a person has or how often they update their status that would qualify as them to have these narcissistic characteristics,” Carpenter said.

“However, it’s interesting to note how often these people use first-person pronouns such as ‘I’ and ‘me’ on the site.”

This isn’t the first time a study has been conducted about Facebook narcissists. In 2010, a study published from York University highlighted the differences between how men and women self-promoted themselves on Facebook.

Men tended to promote themselves in the “About Me” description, while women used pictures that “included[d] revealing, flashy and adorned photos of their physical appearance.”

Do you think narcissism can be linked to how people use Facebook? Let us know in the comments. — Internet

**Fruit and veg ‘give healthy glow’**

LONDON, 22 March — Even a few weeks of eating fruit and vegetables could improve your skin colour, it is claimed.

University of St Andrews researchers monitored diet in 35 people, finding more colouration in those eating more greens. Other research suggests these changes may make you more attractive. Other scientists said the study, in the PLoS ONE journal, might not fully reflect the link between consumption and appearance.

It has been known for some time that certain yellow and red pigments found in many types of fruit and vegetables, can have an effect on skin tone. However it is not clear exactly how much influence a normal healthy diet can have on this effect. The St Andrews scientists recruited 35 students, mostly white, who were quizzed on their fruit and vegetable intake over a six week period. The volunteers were told not to use sunbeds, fake tan or make-up. An instrument was used to analyse their skin tone before, during and after the test period.

The results suggested that changes in fruit and vegetable consumption might be related to changes in skin tone, with more fruit and vegetables contributing to a deepening of natural red and yellow skin colouration. — Internet

**Publications donated to libraries in Mawlamyine**

**INTERNET**

NAV PYI TAW, 22 March — A ceremony to donate publications to help develop the wards and village libraries in Mawlamyine Township, Mon State, and the locals to cultivate a reading habit was held at Mon State Red Cross Supervisory Committee Office in Mawlamyine on 20 March.

State Development Affairs Minister Dr Toe Toe Aung spoke on the occasion. Assistant Director U Kyaw Win Aung of State Information and Public Relations Department give talks on development of libraries and writers on literary affairs. Then, 15 prize winners were awarded. Later, books and periodicals were donated for the ward and village libraries. — MN4

**Hailing the 67th Anniversary Armed Forces Day**

From eternal peace to building modern patriotic Tatmadaw

Regarding stability of the State, the State is adopting new principles to restore eternal peace in the Union, in light of consideration of reality and past experiences. Roughly speaking, peace making tasks are progressing.

**PADAUNG THAN KYWE**

**Mancini expects Tevez to boost City’s title bid**

**INTERNET**

**POEM**

The benefactor

- Started the Resistance with valor in summer
- That was the Myanmar month of Taboung
- Resolved, gallantry and strength were the active factor
- Unswervingly and relentlessly
- Lives were sacrificed
- Standing as the vanguard
- Amidst a lot of sufferings
- Always marching forward
- Glory ever for Myanmar

**PLoS One**

**Internet**